
“Another truly independent troubadour…proficient 

and prolific”  

– Inpress, Jan 2011 (JJ Symon, Mayday) 

 

 “A singer songwriter with a bluesy base bordered 

by a hardened edge of rock… the recorded material 

seems to be more folk infused with several 1960s-

based influences noticeable to the ear.”  

- Inpress, Jan 2011 (JJ Symon, Mayday) 

 

“…genuinely original, unpretentious rock ‘n’ roll”  

– Beat Live Review, Stu Lynch, 2009 

 

“…astute, observational lyrics lit up the well-

arranged tunes…incredibly catchy” 

– Beat Live Review, Stu Lynch, 2009 

 

“With few illusions, great playing, invisibly raw 

production… an appealing directness to his brash 

‘60s garage pop, this is a record that deserves to find 

an audience.”  

- Andy Hazel 2009  (JJ Symon, New River) 

 



 



www.beat.com.au/category/machine-tags/jj-symon 

 

 

Beat Live Review, 2009 

JJ Symon & The Monochromes- Black, White & Grey 

The Empress Hotel 

Now here’s an odd concept - an album launch on a Saturday arvo 

with admission costing less than the cost of the tram ride to get 

there. Quite what songsmith JJ Symon and his merry band of 

Monochromes were thinking is a mystery, but it is testimony to the 

quality on show that they had clearly sold themselves short. 

Support was provided by Little Sisters Of The Poor, with cute vocal 

harmonies and some cleverly written stuff that perfectly 

accompanied a cold beer in the afternoon.  

Promoting second release Black, White And Grey, JJ Symon and his 

six-piece backing troop took to the stage in cheery fashion, and 

pretty much charmed the pants off a crammed Empress with some 

genuinely original, unpretentious rock ‘n’ roll. A sound comprising 

sometimes seven or eight instruments and three or four vocals was 

surprisingly succinct, and credit must go to the Empress for a 

typically flawless sound set-up. 

Symons’ astute, observational lyrics lit up the well-arranged tunes, 

particularly on chorus-based numbers such as Opinion and Well Well 



Well, and between songs he had a likeable presence, with 

charismatic banter with band members and punters alike.  

The slightly ponderous End of the Road, albeit perfectly titled to be 

the last song, seemed a little light to end the show on, and so it was 

good to see that instead of the pantomime of leaving and returning 

to the stage for an encore, Symons just blazed into the extra two 

numbers and finished with the incredibly catchy Drunk Haircut, amid 

a mini-stage invasion and impromptu dance troupe assembled at 

the front of the stage. 

The overall impression given was that this is a bunch of people that 

really enjoy what they do. And if they can just ditch the afternoon 

gigs and charge a less humble price, they will surely garner the 

higher profile they deserve.  

Stu Lynch, 2009 

 

 

JJ SYMON NEW RIVER,  

EOI Productions 

This low budget debut album by singer, songwriter and erstwhile 

journalist JJ Symon is, in short, a cracking effort. With few illusions, 

great playing, invisibly raw production from an increasingly 

impressive Idge at Soundpark and an appealing directness to his 

brash ‘60s garage pop, this is a record that deserves to find an 

audience. 

Roping in his (remarkably talented) friends to play and funding the 

recording through birthday presents is a fittingly lo-fi and honest 

way of making an album like New River and the man at the core 

himself sounds like a thoughtful and unpretentious guy who 

happens to write great tunes. Borne from time spent in London (a 

small park there inspired the title), there is a refreshingly creative 

approach to this duality, as the album sounds half-Melbourne, half-

London instead of referring to travel or locations in the lyrics with its 

British brightness and Melbourne conviviality. 

New River also answers any unhappy subjects of Symon’s pen who 

have muttered a variation of “Well, you do it then,” by showing he’s 

as adept at writing for press as he is for a listener. Songs like Drnk 

Hairkut, 106 and Winterland could be Easybeats outtakes while the 

Beck-ish folkier side of Symon’s work sounds like it’s been trained in 



front of small crowds. Acerbic closing track Cabin Fever rolls 

effortlessly with its dry narration: “Trade in your regrets, replace 

them with secrets/Place all your vices in the vanity room/Say fuck 

forever/ You’re so fucking clever/ Turn all your sermons into lessons 

of loss.” Tellingly, a Tom Waits cover (Temptation) doesn’t sound at 

all out of place or throw his own songs into relief. 

Ultimately, New River is a collection of songs that balance the 

familiar with the personal and should please a lot of people should 

they give the album a chance. The album sounds like it could have 

been made by someone a lot more famous going back to their roots, 

as many are wont to do of late. Nice work all round. 

Andy Hazel 2009 

 


